
How Berkeley-led academics conspired with anti-GMO groups to attack Food
Evolution movie

A University of California Berkeley PhD candidate wrote a widely publicized letter attacking the science
documentary Food Evolution in June (signed by more than 40 other academics) at the behest of the very
groups exposed in the film, without disclosing her connection, emails released on Muckrock.com show.
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[Read Kevin Folta’s response to the campaign by 45 academics and food journalists to discredit 
the Food Evolution movie.]

These groups (Pesticide Action Network, Center for Food Safety, Small Planet Institute, and Friends of
the Earth) all collaborated with Maywa Montenegro on the drafting of this letter and promoting its
dissemination afterwards. These organizations share close ties with the organic industry (according to
ActivistFacts.com both Patagonia and Ben & Jerry’s) with a vested interest in the continued demonization
of biotech crops.

[Read the GLP’s profiles on Pesticide Action Network, Center for Food Safety, and Friends of the 
Earth.]

The film had been previewed by members of the Pesticide Action Network in preparation for a panel
debate, but Maywa Montenegro appeared to not have seen the movie herself.

One Berkeley professor who signed the letter, Miguel Altieri (one of the few to have seen the film), made it
clear in an email that his intent was to silence any information that does not fit the anti-GMO narrative.

Maya the question is not more conversations and clarifications about GMOs….. The issue is to
take a more radical position like Via Campesina , SOCLA and others of total rejection of the

https://www.foodevolutionmovie.com/
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http://bit.ly/2v7jhEl
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/glp-facts/pesticide-action-network-anti-chemical-group-rejects-modern-farm-technology/
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/glp-facts/center-for-food-safety-2/
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/glp-facts/friends-earth-anti-nuclear-group-turned-anti-technology-activists/
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/glp-facts/friends-earth-anti-nuclear-group-turned-anti-technology-activists/


technology….

Another, University Vermont Professor Ernesto Mendez, imagined a 100% independently developed
transgenic crop resistant to drought conditions. He insinuated that such a crop should not be developed in
case “powerful corporate interests” appropriated the technology.

UC Davis Professor Alison Van Eenennaam appeared at length in the film and was disappointed in the
letter. She described it in a blog post as “the actual definition of confirmation bias”.

As academics, shouldn’t you see/analyze something before you offer a detailed critique? I
have not yet seen your movie but I offer the following criticisms…..

Molecular Biology Professor Kevin Folta from the University of Florida expressed concern about how the 
letter makes his academic colleagues look.

As a university administrator, I really have to question the judgment of these folks. Would you
sign your name to a public document that says climate change is a hoax? Would you sign your
name to a public document that says vaccines cause autism? Here they are trashing a
technology that the National Academies clearly states has more benefit than risk by far, is not
harmful to health and has important, manageable environmental impacts we need to address.

The majority of academics appear to be aware that the letter in question was co-authored by these 

activist groups as the email from the Pesticide Action Network

was shared on many of the email listservs they are a part of. None have shared public concern over the
incorrect promotion of the letter being authored solely by a Berkeley PhD candidate.

They were, however, warned by Carnegie Mellon Professor John Soluri about being “intellectually lazy
and strategically silly” for not having evaluated the film by actually watching it.

http://kfolta.blogspot.com/2017/07/45-scholars-defend-propaganda-claim.html
http://kfolta.blogspot.com/2017/07/45-scholars-defend-propaganda-claim.html
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/2017/07/17/berkeley-led-academics-conspired-anti-gmo-groups-attack-plan-food-evolution-movie/berkeley-45-326x245/


Neither Ms. Montenegro, nor the Pesticide Action Network, have responded to my request for comment.

A version of this article appeared on Medium as “PhD candidate failed to disclose activist 
connection in letter attacking science film” and has been republished here with permission from 
the author. 

Stephan Neidenbach is a middle school teacher in Annapolis, Maryland.  He runs the Facebook 
group We Love GMOs and Vaccines. Follow him on Twitter @welovegv.
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